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Foreword by Sri C.S. Parthasarathi Ayyangar Swami
(The foreword from the Original Book was too relevant to present times to be ignored.)

The holy lives of our Acharyas are for the greater part lost to posterity because of lack of
contemporary biographers. Such details available in traditions which have survived the ravages of
time have to be knit together to present just a few incomplete sketches. These have been collected
in our “Guru Parampara” texts which, making due allowance for variations here and there, are the
only available records of the lives portrayed in them. These accounts are necessarily scanty and
disconnected for the reason that many a tradition had but local currency and, scattered as they had
been, they naturally escaped notice. Supplemented by these unrecorded sources we have been
able, in many cases to fill up gaps and construct as detailed a biographical account as possible at
this distance of centuries.

The life of Saint Thirukachi Nambhigal, Sri Kanchipurna as his Sanskrit name goes, dating back to
the times of Sri Alavadar and Sri Ramanuja, is no exception to this general rule. Only a few
incidents of this Saint’s life have passed into record. His early life at Poovirundhavalli near Madras,
his discipleship of Sri Alavandar and events antecedent to his historic contact with Sri Ramanuja
are blank annals. The saint appears in the scene as a devoted follower of Sri Alavandar. He is then
drawn to the Lord of Kanchi whom he incessantly served with fan in hand in such ecstasy that the
Lord broke his vow of Silence and transgressing the self imposed limits of an Archa (idol) became
the saint’s conversational companion. Sri Ramanuja, already a reputed Vedic Scholar and a rebel
disciple in the camp of Yadava Prakasa, his Advaitic preceptor is naturally attracted to Nambhigal,
the Lord’s chosen confidant, and this association ripens to such an extent that through Nambhigal,
the Lord conveyed the famous “Six Truths” setting at rest the philosophical and religious doubts
which lingered in Swami Ramanuja’s mind. In due course, aided by Nambhigal, Sri Alavandar
elects Sri Ramanuja as his spiritual successor and prevails upon the Lord of Kanchi to make a gift of
Sri Ramanuja to the Deity of SriRangam to nourish the faith at the Southern capital. With the exit of
Sri Ramanuja from Kanchi the curtain drops over the rest of Nambhigal’s life. Events subsequent to
this are left to be culled from the available traditions by painstaking biographers.

The present booklet which is an elaborate account of this Saint’s life is the fruit of diligent and
assiduous labour by Sri Thirumankaranai Paravasthu Rajagopalachari Swami. The swami has
already to his credit a few publications relating to the lives of our Acharyas in which many extant
details have been sifted with remarkable critical scholarship. Endowed with a capacity for taking
infinite pains, possessing uncommon sense of discrimination and modern in the method of
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treatment and presentation the swami has made the fullest use of the sources at his disposal and
given us a truthful, consistent and fairly complete account filling the details in their proper setting
without ignoring the inevitable variations in tradition. For Sri Vaishnavites whose knowledge of
Nambhigal and his contribution to the Faith is lamentably meagre, a life sketch like this meets a
dire need and we look forward to similar works depicting in detail the lives of other Propagators of
the Faith from all available sources so that the streams of our precious tradition are not lost in the
desert sands of time.

C.S. Parthasarathi,
11th November 1967, Madras.
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Swami Thirukachi Nambhigal

at Varadharaja Perumal Temple, Kanchipuram
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VARADAANGHRISADA SANGA RASAAYANA PARAAYANAM ||
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Thirukachi Nambhigal Vaibhavam
Karunakara padhabja sharanaya mahatmane!
Srimath gajendra dasaya kanchi purnayathe namaha!!
Kumbhe mrughasheerothbutham yamunarya padhashritam
Devarajadayapatram shri kanchi purnamashrye!!

The Incarnation of Thirukachi Nambigal
Birthplace
Mahisara kshetram, also known as Thirumalisai near Poovairundhavalli (present day
Poonthamalli), in Chengalpattu district of Tondaimandalam. In earlier times, this place was known
as Dharmapuri or Purushamangalam. This place had been given this name by Dharamaraja
himself according to Sriman Narayana’s orders. Since Thirukachi Nambigal had cultivated and
maintained the garden, as a service to God, this place later came to be known as Poonthamalli,
meaning Poovirundhamalli (where there were flowers).

Time of Incarnation (Avatara Kalam)
Yogarthi sankya sagavarsha ghane vyathithe sowmyaravow kadamupeyushi! Suklapakshe
thare vithosurakurordiveshe dasamyam avirbhabhuv kamaladhanyo mahatma.
Sri Thirukachi Nambigal was born on 931 Salivaganasang, in 1009 A.D, Sowmya year, in the month
of Maasi, (March) Suklapaksham, Dasami Thihti, Thursday under the star Marugasheersham
(Nakshatram), after 4110 years of Kali. He was considered to be a guiding light to our Acharaya Sri
Ramanuja.

Amsam
Sheshovo syanyanathova shri pathirva ithi saathvikaihi vidharkyayamahapragynyhi
yathirajaya mangalam.
Just as Sri Ramanuja is an amsam or incarnation of Adi shesan, or SenaiMudhaliyar of Sriman
Narayana himself, Thirukachi Nambigal is said to be an incarnation of either Senai Mudhliyar or
someone among Nithyasuris.
Kulam
Thirukachi Nambigal belonged to Dhanavaishya which is a sub sect of the Vaishya (merchants), the
third of the four class systems or varnas.
Family
Thirukachi Nambigal was the fourth son of Srimati Kamalayar and Sri Veeraraghava Chettiyar
who belonged to the Sri Vaishanva Clan. The names of his three brothers are Thiruvekatvar,
Arulkurappan and Malaikuniya Nindrar respectively (in the order in which they were born.)

Salutations (Thirunamangal)
Gajendra Dasa, Bharagava Priyar, Thirukachi Nambigal, Kanchi Purnar, Kanchi Muni, Perarulalar
Dasan. It is difficult to establish the reasons as to why Sri Thirukachi Nambigal has been endowed
with these Salutations, since there are many different interpretations. Some consider Gajendra
Dasan to be his Christened name, while some say that this was the name given by Sri Kanchi
Vardharaja Perumal himself pleased by his Pushpa Kainkariyam in memory of the Elephant
Gajendra who offered him the lotus flower. They are of the opinion that Bhargava Priyar is his
christened name, for they believe that he was born to Sri Veeraraghav Chettair during the time he
had been offering his devotional services to Sri Thirumazhisai Alwar (also known as Bhargavar) in
Mahisara Kshetram, having learned of its importance from Sri Vaishnavas who were crossing
Poonthamalli on their way to Divyadesams from Alzhwar Thirunagari. He was later called
Thirukachi Nambigal (in Tamil) or Sri Kanchi Muni (in Sanskrit), in recognition of the service –
Thiruvalavatta Kainkariyam (Fanning Service) he offered Sri Kanchi Vardharaja Perumal.
Peraarular was his Dasya namam conferred to him by Sri Alavandar after he was initiated in Sri
Vaishanva ritual called Panchasamskaram.

Sri Thirukachi Nambigals’s Education
Sri Veeraraghava Chettiar had taken care of the performance of all formal ceremonies necessary
like Jadakarma, Namakarna, Annaprasana, Chaula and Upanayana of his last son meticulously. Sri
Thirukachi Nambigal excelled in business studies, as was required by his Kula dharma.

Sri Thirukachi Nambi’s Resolute will and Devotion and his father’s dissatisfaction
On account of his approaching senility, Sri Veeraraghav Chettiar had his property divided among
his four sons with the advice to carry on their duties honestly and make profits out of their
business. All his sons except his fourth son, Shri Thirukachi Nambigal fulfilled his wishes. So when
he countered his fourth son with questioned about his business, Nambhigal’s characteristic reply
was “Kalnga perunagarile semith vaithullane” meaning he spent it all in service to Sriman
Narayana. His only interest was to serve Lord Sriman Narayana. He was completely disinterested
in other material or worldly affairs. Having realized that his fourth son had no interest in business
affairs, in carrying out the duties that his family varanaashrama dictated, and was instead
interested in Sri Vaishanva dharma paripalana, (thathi aradhana service) his father, though
joyous and feeling blessed in his heart, was still dissatisfied and condemned him to remain a
daddan, to remain as a brahmachari. He refused to accept his mother’s help (who brought him
money and asked him to prove to his father that he had indeed made money out of the share and
followed in his footsteps). But since it was against truth and law (dharma), he left his parent’s house
to Triplicane, just as Lord Vibheeshana left his house and surrendered to Lord Rama when his
brother Ravana condemned him. This incident contributed in taking him nearer to God. (His
father’s anger due to his attachment to material and worldly benefits, favored the Jagathpita
Sriman Narayana’s intentions, as to becoming his foremost devotee.) {pitha mathasa
madhavaha}
Nambigals’s inclination towards service to Sri Theva Perumal.
After spending some time in divyadesams like Triplicane, he came back to Poonthamalli only to
find that his brothers were demanding his share of the wealth and land too. Deeply distressed and

saddened, he renounced everything to his brothers and just slept before Thirumalisai Alwar’s
Sannadhi in the Maheesara Kshetram. He had a dream, where the Alwar himself appeared and
asked him to establish a nandavanam with his share of wealth and serve Lord Sriman Narayana,
just like Sri Thondaradipodi Alwar and Periya Alwar did, instead of just renouncing all his wealth.
So when he woke up, he realized his mistake and went back to Poonthamalli to claim back his
portion of the share which he had given up earlier. He wanted to draw up a will to avoid any future
claims of this share from his brothers. When he was contemplating on this subject, Sri Theva
Perumal Himself appeared to him and directed him to write a will stating that the particular
portion of the share belongs to Sri Theva Perumal himself. Surprised and happy at this Divine
intervention, he did as Lord Theva Perumal had commanded him to do. But since Thirukachi
Nambigal was not familiar with Sri Theva Perumal Temple and the Lord residing there, he asks
Him, the Lord Himself about his Thirunamam and the place where he can have his Lordship’s
Darshan, as to which the Lord Replies as such :
(gayithi brahmano nama thenathatranshikoharih tasmat kanchithi vighyatha puri punya
vivardhni!! asthi hasthigirir nama tatrashailavaro mahan! vidhatatrapyar sitho
vishnuhu taspa shailschaya murdhani!! vegavat yukatare dhire punyakotyam hari
swayam! varadhasarva bhutanam adhyapi paridhrushiyate.)
Following which Thirukachi Nambigal, reaches Kanchi (sengadhinir pushpam sedhiri Ulla vazhi)
as Lord himself had directed. After having had the darshan, Thirukachi Nambigal returns to
Poonthamalli and carries out Thirumazhisai Piran’s and Lord Vardharaja Perumal’s wishes. From
his Nadavanam, he daily went to Kanchi to offer Theva Perumal the garland he had himself made
from the flowers of his garden. The Lord was very pleased with his service, that sometimes to
everyone’s surprise, the Lord Himself would come and tell him what sort of garland he needed.

Birth of Swami Ramanuja
At times, during his journeys from Poonthamalli to Kancheepuram, he used to have water at the
house of a devout Brahmin, Sri Asuri Keshava Somayaji in Sri Perumbudhur. One day when
Nambigal had stopped in his house to have water, Somayaji who had been longing for a child,
knowing Thirukachi Nambi’s Vaibhavam and steadfast devotion, requested him to ask Sri Theva
Perumal whether he will have any progeny. Thirukachi Nambigal humbly agreed and when Lord
appeared to him, he put forward Sri Somayaji’s wishes. The Lord directed Thirukachi Nambigal to
inform Somayaji to perform Putra Kameshti Yagna near the banks of the Kairaveni River,
Triplicane. Having had the word of the Lord, Nambigal informed the same to Sri Somayaji who in
turn carried out the instructions of the Lord and was soon blessed with the child who was none
other than our Jagadguru Swami Ramanuja.
Nambi’s initiation into the School of Sri Alavandar (Sri Vaishnavam)
Acharyar (Master)
One day, while performing his daily ablution and offering prayer to Lord Sri Varadharajan, Nambi
humbly requested Perumal that he be initiated formally into the school of Sri Vaishnavism; the first
step of which is ordination of Samashrayanam, whereby, the individual is consecrated. The All
Merciful Lord directs him to Sakala Shastra Parangathar, Sri Alavandar (Periya Mudhliyar) in
Srirangam, the expounder of Vishistadvaitam Philosophy (the origin of which was from Lord
Ranganatha Perumal and Thayar itself) and who was also the grandson of (Natho Pragyam

Pravrutam) Prathama Ubhaya Vedanta Pravartaka Acharyar, Yoga sakshatkaram Sri
Nadhamunigal who was the foremost devotee of Prapannajanakutashthar, Swami Sri
Nammalzhvar. Having got the blessings of Theva Perumal, Nambi at once left for Srirangam, and
there with the help and recommendation of Sri Periya Nambi, he requests Sri Alavandar to initiate
him formally into the school. Since it was the word of Lord Himself that was conveyed to Nambi, Sri
Alavandar duly initiated him into the school by performing the Panchasamskaram and also gave
him a (new name) Perarulala Dasar, since he came to him with the word of Perarulalan, the Lord
himself. Nambi spent few months in the ashramam of Sri Alavandar learning all the precepts of Sri
Vaishanva Sampradayam and returned to Kanchi in due course.
Nambi’s fellow Associates (Other Disciples of Sri Alavandar{Sabrahmacharigal}
Periya Nambi, Periya Tirumalai nambi, Thirukotiyur Nambi, TirumalyaAndan, Tiruvaranga
Perumal Arayar.

Nambi receives Theva Perumal’s Admiration and Concern
Perumals command to Nambhigal to remain in Kanchipuram
Just as Thirumazhisai alwar in his devotional ecstasy feels that Lord might feel tired due to the
extensive journeys made on foot (Nadantha Kalgal Nondavo), and just as Lord Rama himself, out
of mutual love and affection empathizes with Guhan, Lord Varadhajan, out of love empathizes
with Nambhigal (since he was walking daily from Poonthamalli to Kancheepuram), commands
him to stay at Kancheepuram and also gives him a place to reside in. This place is now the
Thirukachi Nambigal Sanadhi in the Kanchi Vardharaja Temple.

Nambi’s ordination into Thiruvalavattu kaimkariyam
True to the words of his Master, Thirukachi Nambigal, resided permanently in Kancheepuram. But
Nambigal was not able to continue his Pushpa kaimkariyam. Deeply regretting the lost opportunity
of service to God, he implores Lord to give him any kind of opportunity to serve Him. Enamoured
by Nambi’s devotion, The Lord, then asks him to take up the Thiruvalavatta kainkariyam (Visiri
Kainkariyam), to reduce the effects of heat
radiated due to His origination from Yagna (havan) of Sri Brahma.

Nambi in Solitude with Theva Perumal and Pirati
All the pundits (Archakas) after their ordained duties (Thiruvaradhanam), in the evening lock the
premises of the temple and leave for the day. But Theva Perumal commands Thirukachi Nambigal
to stay after everyone has left and continue the Thiruvalavattu kaimkariyam until midnight when
Theva Perumal with his Consorts from Kachivaithan Mandapam (near Golden Lizard in the
temple) strolls through Vaiya Maligai. The temple doors which remain open for Nambi to enter,
because of the wishes of the Lord Himself closes itself after the Lord dismisses Nambi to retire for
the night.

Conversation between Nambi and Perumal
The Lord was so pleased with Nambi’s steadfast devotion and service, for six months (especially
Thiralavattu kaimkariyam), that one day he began having conversation with Nambi with interest
of helping Jivatmas. Nambi in ecstatic fervor that Lord himself is conversing with him, could not
compose himself, thinking that the All Merciful and omnipotent Lord should converse with an
ordinary humble human being, to which the Lord very significantly replies that He is doing what
He has already made up explaining to Nambi the purpose of his existence. Nambi very obediently
followed and fulfilled the Lords wishes (a Sri Vaishanva Precept).

Theva Perumal’s inclination towards Nambi (the physical experience).
It was customary for Nambigal to offer Milk and betel leaf to Theva Perumal daily. But one day,
when the Archakas after Thiruvaradham offered food (a vessel full of Shakara Pongal) to Perumal,
Theva Perumal, asked all of them to leave except Thirukachi Nambigal. He then commands Nambi
to give him the food offered to him with his own hands, to which Nambi hesitates for He is the
Omnipotent Lord himself. But since he is only a humble devotee and servant of the Lord (which
every Sri Vaishnava actually is), he obeys his Master Sri Devadhirajan and Lord in rapturous
company with his devotee eats up all the food offered. Just like Yadhodhkari Perumal (Thiru Vekka
Divyadesam), who quietly follows Thirumalisai Alwar, Lord Varadarajan too graciously accepted
food from Thirukachi Nambhigal’s hands. Such is the sowlabhya guna of the Lord.
Meanwhile, when the other Archakas come in after the Lord’s bhojana time, they find the whole
vessel empty and since they see Nambi’s hands with Shakara Pongal, they mistakenly believe that it
was Nambi who partook the Pongal and not Perumal. All people in the town come to know about it
and they blame Nambi for having taken Lord’s food. The All- knowing Lord could not withstand his
innocent devotee suffering the ignoble blame. So in order to make people believe that it was he
who actually ate it , He appears in a dream to a North Indian commanding him to offer 1000 vessels
full of Shakara Pongal. The North Indian devotee as wished by Perumal himself does so and this
time too Nambigal remains inside to serve the Lord. When the Archakas return, they find all the
1000 vessels empty, making them to understand that it was indeed Lord Varadharajan Himself
who had taken the food and not Nambigal, thereby restoring the glory of Thirukachi Nambigal. The
blame was completely lifted with Kripaanugraham of Perumal.
The Lord in Service of Nambi
One day Nambigal while in conversation with Perumal, requests Him to enlighten him on Sri
Vaishnava Philosophy and Perumal too. Happy with Nambigals’s devotion, the Lord tells him the
following:








Worship and devotion to Acharya (Acharya dhyana) precedes Worship and devotion to God;
Service to the fellowmen (Bhagavathas) of God is better than Service to God;
One must not think that in the temple it is just the lifeless Idol, that is a sin and one must not
judge a Sri Vaishnava by his caste which is an intolerable sin;
One must not compare oneself with a Sri Vaishnava;
It is wrong to think that God is selfish in his creation;
To take water in the house of a Sri Vaishnava, absolves us from all sin;
The satsangam of Srivaishnava in this world is like an oasis in the desert.

Nambhigal was completely immersed in listening to the Lord that by the time he took leave of his
duties to Lord, it was night and raining hard. Nambigal had a boy named varadha, who helped him
in his duties. So when he came out he called for the boy “Varadha”, the boy had slept as it had
become quite late. Since Nambigal had called out “Varadha”, Lord Vardharajan Himself came out
to Nambi in the guise of the boy to Serve Nambigal, using his Sudharshana Disc for the Light and
Adiseshan for the umbrella and finally even taking Nambigal’s slippers in his hands to accompany
Nambigal to his home. Later when the boy wakes up and realizes that he had missed his master, he
runs to Nambigal’s home to apologize. It was only then that Nambigal realizes that it was the Lord
Himself who had accompanied him to his House and had taken the porridge from an old lady who
was going to give that to his son Varadha.
One summer morning, Nambigal calls for his disciple Varadha at the entrance of the temple, to
return home but the boy was somewhere out. Since Nambigal was calling out the name of the Lord
Varadha, the Lord himself appeared to him in the guise of the boy to aid him carrying an umbrella
to shield him from the sun and gave him padarakshai (slippers) and goes away. Meanwhile the boy
Varadha comes back to apologise to Nambigal for his absence and again Nambigal realizes that it
was Theva Perumal himself who had come to his aid and when he looked at those set of footwear,
he sees the emblem of tortoise (kurma) encrusted in them and while Nambigal gazes at them, they
disappear to his chagrin. He faints and falls down (at) Lord’s mercy and blessings.

Nambigal leaves Kancheepuram – The Lord misses Nambigal - Alavandar’s dream
Nambigal decides to leave the Tyaga Mandapam (Kancheepuram), for he feels that he would not be
able to continue his service to Lord without incurring Bhagavan Abcharam, since the Lord Himself
was serving him. So he decides to go to Tirupati in the anticipation of serving Lord Venkatesha for
some time. On the way to Tirupati, he meets a person who was cultivating Sengadhinir pushpam
and asks him who is it for, to which he replies that it is for Lord Tirumala, and Nambigal, looking at
them asks him whether they will bloom now, to which the person in a sarcastic manner replies that
they will as soon as he sows them. To that, Nambigal replies that they will and amazingly to the
person’s surprise, all the flowers bloom. Nambigal wants to offer the Lord of Tirupati the flowers
which have blossomed and hence takes them in a basket and continues his journey to Tirumala.
But on the way, Nambi meets a unbelievably handsome person who asks for the flowers. Nambigal
losing himself in the divine beauty of the person standing before him, gives him the flower who in
turn decks himself with all those flowers, just as it would be done in the alankaram of the Perumal
and disappears. It was the Lord of Tirumala Himself!
Nambigal continues his journey to Tirumala and on reaching Tirumala he requests Lord
Venkatesha to grant him the opportunity of service (Thiruvalavattu Kaimkariyam). But Tirupati
Perumal, humbly refuses him citing that the place in which he resides is itself cold because of the
seven hills and waterfalls that surround it and advises him to return to Kancheepuram itself and
serve Lord Vardharajan. But determined not to go there, Nambigal goes to Srirangam in the
anticipation of serving Lord Ranganatha, but Lord Ranganatha too refuses citing the reasons of
cold and chillness present due to the bounteous river of Kaveri on either sides. So Nambigal goes to
the Ashram of Sri Alavandar to spend his time serving his Acharya who had formally initiated him
in to Sri Vaishnava. Meanwhile Lord Varadharajan unable to bear Nambigal’s absence, his
foremost devotee’s absence appears in Sri Alavandar’s dream and tells him to convey to Nambigal
that he is to return to Kancheepuram to serve his Lord. Sri Alavandar immediately conveys this to
Nambigal and he in turn, not wanting to disobey his Acharyan takes his leave and duly returns to

Kancheepuram, visiting other divyadesams on the way. Upon his return, Theva Perumal was so
pleased to see his devotee after a long time that he blesses him as a father would bless his son and
asks him to continue his Thiruvalavattu Kainkariyam. And to this day Thiruvalavattu
kaimkariyam is dedicated to Nambigal’s memory.

The Grace of Lord when Nambigal was distressed by Shani (Saturn)
One day, while Nambi was performing his usual Thiruvalavattu Kaimkariyam, Sri Theva Perumal
informs him that his time is not good and he may have to bear separation from his Lord for seven
long years, Nambigal confesses to Lord that separation from His Lord for seven long years is not at
all possible for him. Then the Lord says at least for seven months he would have to be separate from
him due to the effects of planetary transition of Shani (Saturn), Nambigal tells the Lord that just as
how Sita Piratti, could not bear his Separation and just as how Nammalvar could not even be
separate from Lord even for a minute, he too would not be able to undergo this. So the All Merciful
Lord, implores Nambi to bear separation for (7 ½ nazhigai). In due course of time, after this
incident, one day, to everyone’s dismay, Lord Theva Perumal’s Ratnaharam is surmised to be lost
and so the King suspects all the Archakas of the temple, who when enquired tell the king that they
all suspect Nambigal for it is he who stays in the temple after they all have departed. So the King
orders that Nambigal be put in the prison and enquired. Meanwhile the said 7 ½ nazhgai period is
over and so Sri Theva Perumal appears to the King in dream and dispels his misconception,
assuring him that the Ratna Haram is between the Perumal’s Garland. So the king and the other
Archakas realizing his mistake releases Nambigal and apologise to him, understanding his
greatness at the same time. When Nambigal returns to the temple – to the Lord’s Sanctorum, Theva
Perumal enquires whether he had to suffer much to which Nambigal very humbly replies that it is
difficult to understand the ways of God.

The Glory of Nambigal’s Pada thuligai (the dust of Nambhigal’s feet)
Once Nambigal saw a person from Valluva Kulam applying the dust which his feet had trodden
after he had taken his holy bath, all over his body. So when Nambigal approached him and asked
him the reason for his doing so, the person replied that since The Lord Himself was daily
conversing with Nambigal, Nambigal himself is Lord for him. He also requests Nambhigal to
enquire if he would be granted Moksham. So Nambigal during his daily conversation with Theva
Perumal narrates this incident whereupon Theva Perumal pleased with the person’s devotion to
Nambigal and to show the world the Greatness of a Bagavatha, granted that Valluva Person
Salvation – Moksham. Such is the glory of Nambigal’s Pada Thuligai.

Nambhigal & Emperumanar
Swami Ramanuja at Kanchipuram
With the blessings of the Lord, Sri Ramanuja was born to Sri Asuri Keshava Somayaji and
Kanthimathi, who was also named Ilya Alwar. Sri Asuri Keshava Somayaji, had performed all
necessary duties for his son Ramanuja, like Upanayana and Vidyabhysam. Sri Ramanuja was then
taken under tutelage of Sri Yadavaprakasha, the Advaitin Guru, under whose guidance he was
learning the Vedas. But Ramanuja was not satisfied with the Advaitic interpretation of Vedas of his
teacher (Guru), so he often questioned and offered different explanation to the questions put. So
the teacher, Guru Yadavaprasha jealous with Ramanuja’s zeal and interpretations of Veda,
decided to put him to death by pushing him down the Ganges River while on a pilgrimage to North
India. But somehow Ramanuja with the help of his cousin (His aunt’s (chithi) son) Govinda Bhattar,
Sri Yadavapraksha’s intentions are exposed and Ramanuja escapes from the journey near Vindhya
mountains where he is lost among the forest not knowing how to return when he a hunter and a
huntress meet him on the way and helps him to reach Kancheepuram. When near the city, the
huntress asks for water to which Ramanuja obligingly goes to the well nearby to fetch her water,
but they both disappear, whom he later perceives to be Lord Vardharajan and Perundevi Thayar
Herself. Upon reaching Kancheepuram, Ramanuja meets Thirukachi Nambigal and requests him
to ask the lord in what way can he serve the Lord whereupon Lord Vardharaja convey to
Thirukachi Nambigal to counsel Ramanuja to do Theertha Kaimkariyam, since Sri Perundevi
Thayar had asked him for water.(Water and Perumal have 67 similarities according to Thiru
Kannapuram Bhattar – taking the Neeraga Thai Pasuram) Meanwhile Ramanuja continues his
study under Yadavaprakasha, even though the former knew of his intentions.

The Six Words
Sri Ramanuja, constant and unwavering was performing his duties and studying under
Yadavaprakasha, who learning that the Perumal and Thayar had rescued Ramanuja, asks
Ramanuja to return to study. Sri Ramanuja is also in constant service of the Lord Varadaraja
(Theertha kaimkariyam). Sri Alavandar in Srirangam learns of these incidents too and expresses a
desire to meet Sri Ramanuja, for he sees in him the beacon light - the light which will help is
establishing Vishistadvaitam, so he journeys to Kancheepuram to meet Sri Ramanuja. There
Thirukachi Nambigal points out Sri Ramanuja among the group of disciples of Yadavaprakasha to
Sri Alavandar, who gives him his blessings (Aa Mudhalvan), recognizing in him the foremost Guru,
from far off, not wishing to disturb his Vedic studies and returns to Srirangam. Thirukachi
Nambigal hence becomes Nambi Purnar for facilitating the meeting between Sri Alavandar and
Ramanuja.
After sometime, Sri Alavandar’s health deteriorates and he realizing that his time had come to
leave his body, asks Periya Nambi to fetch Sri Ramanuja from Kancheepuram, but prior to Sri
Ramanuja’s arrival, Sri Alavandar passes away, leaving three of his fingers unclosed as a gist of all
that he wanted to convey to Sri Ramanuja. Upon Sri Ramanuja’s arrival, Sri Alavandar’s disciples
convey to him that the 3 unclosed fingers might signify 3 unfulfilled wishes of Sri Alavandar. By
grace of Sriman Narayana, Swami Ramanuja finds the 3 wishes - write a commentary on
Bhramasutram, to name someone as Parasarar and to write commentary on Nammalzhwar’s
Tiruvaimozhi, and pledges to complete these. Upon his pledge, Sri Alavandar’s three unclosed
fingers close and Ramanuja returns to Kancheepuram without paying obeisance to Lord
Ranganatha in his anger towards Him for not being able to meet Sri Alavandar alive. When

Ramanuja begins to think of writing commentary to Bhramasutram, he faces some difficulty from
the point of the Vishistadvaitam. So he asks Thirukachi Nambigal to ask the Lord regarding the
same, when Nambigal was explaining about rupa-guna of Perumal, whereupon the Lord gives
Thirukachi Nambigal Six Words:







Aham eva Param Tatvam - I (Narayana) am the Ultimate and Transcendental
Darshanam Bhedayevacha – Paramatma and Jivatma are two separate entities
Upayeshu prapptshiryat – Surrender/Prappathi is the solution to attain Moksham
Anthimasmrithi Varjanam – The last (thought) is not necessary
Dehavasane Muktisyat – Salvation after the death of body (present life)
Purnacharyam Samarshraya - Accept Periya Nambi as an Acharyan.

Nambi partakes Food (dines) at Sri Ramanuja’s house
It was Sri Ramanuja’s desire that Thirukachi Nambigal should have food at his home, so that he
could have Food after he had taken it, for it was said that that to consume food left over after
Bhagavata had consumed it is meretricious,so It was Ramanuja’s intention that he should consume
the food left over after Thirukachi Nambigal had taken food. But Lord Varadharja did not approve
of this intention of Sri Ramanuja, since it was against the Varna Ashramam Dharma. So he tells
Nambi to go to Sri Ramanuja’s house before Ramanuja could come, have food and leave.
Accordingly, Nambi goes to Ramanuja’s house and finding his wife asks her to give food saying that
he was hungry. She too serves him food and after that he leaves. Meanwhile Ramanuja goes to
temple to invite Nambi to his house, but not finding Nambi there, he returns to his home only to
find his wife bathing conveying to him the reason that she had got impure due to the water spilling
on her when she was cleaning the place after Nambi had taken food and left. Sri Ramanuja on
listening to this gets angry at all this.

Facilitating Yadavaprakasha to become Sri Ramanuja’s disciple:
One day in the dream of Sri Yadavaprakasha’s mother, Lord Varadharajan tells her to convey to
her son to accept Sri Ramanuja as his Guru and become a Vaishnava Sanyasin. When she conveys
this dream to her son, Sri Yadavaprakasha accepts it, but is also confused as regards to his earlier
dharma, wherein he had renounced all karma including the sacred upanayanadhi (karma) when
he had become an Advaitic Sanyasi. Then his mother comes to his rescue for she tells him that she
will put this question to Thirukachi Nambigal to get an answer form Lord Himself. So Thirukachi
Nambigal then takes the question to the Lord wherein the Lord tells Nambi to ask Yadavaprakasha
to circumambulate Sir Ramanuja which is equivalent to circumambulating the Earth- one of the
Prayashcita for renouncing the (upanayanadhi- Karma), which he conveys to his mother thereby
facilitating Yadavaprakasha to become Sri Ramanuja’s disciple.

Nambi’s Parents acceptance:
Hearing about Thirukachi Nambi’s Vaibhavam, his parents realized and acknowledged their
mistake and come to Nambi to request him to come back to Poonthamalli. But Nambi refuses to go
Poonthamalli, for he conveys to them it is impossible for him to remain separate from the Lord
anymore for even a day. So his parents and relatives pray to Lord Vardharajan to send Thirukachi
Nambigal at least for a day to Poonthamalli. So the Lord granting their request and prayer asks

Nambi to go to his parents for one day and grant their wishes. But Nambi tells Lord that it is
unbearable for him to be separate from His Lord. So the All Merciful Lord assures Nambi that He
Himself will give him Darshan at Poonthamalli and asks him to leave first. So Nambi at last agrees
to visit Poonthamalli and all through the day there, he awaits to have Darshan of his Beloved Lord.
But only at Dawn next day, does Nambi get his Lord’s darshan, along with Lord Ranganatha and
Lord Venkteshwara. His Parents also have Lord’s Darshan and surrender and Pray to him for
Salvation. The Lord grants them Salvation. In the temple in Poonthamalli, one can have the
darshan of Lord Varadharajan with a brilliant halo, since He appeared to Nambi and his Parents
during dawn. Nambi dedicates all the remaining wealth of his Parents to Lord Varadhajan (Thiru
Avabharanam) and returns to Kancheepuram.

Baagavatha Sambandham for Thirukachi Nambhigal:
Thirukachi nambhigal was continuing his service to Lord Sri Varadaraja Perumal when once his
aalavattam (fan) slipped and fell on Perumal. Thirukachi Nambhigal immediately realises that the
time for him to leave this materialistc world has come. Nambhigal requests Perumal to grant him
Moksham. This is the moment is when the most unexpected of events happen. Sri Varadaraja
Perumal says that granting Moksham to Thirukachi Nambhigal is not possible as he doesn't yet
have "Baagavatha Sambhandham". Thirukachi Nambhigal then replies that he had been under the
tutelage of Sri Alavandaar Himslef, to which Perumal says that He was the one who had sent
Nambhigal to Alavandar and so that would not count as "Bagavatha Sambandam". And
interestingly Perumal adds "Neer Veesiner, Naan Pessinen". This incident highlights the regard
Perumal has for Bagavathas and also shows how we should respect fellow Bagavathas.
Thirukachi Nambhigal then decides to "earn" some Baagavatha Abhimaanam. He takes leave from
Lord Varadaraja and then proceeds to the home of the great acharya Thirukostiyur Nambhi. He
was well aware that Thirukostiyur Nambhi (Swami Ramanuja's acharya) would not accept as a
domestic help someone whom Lord Varadaraja himself had conversed with. So Thirukachi
Nambhigal under the guise of a common peasant introduces himself as Gajendra Dasan (his Birth
name) and requests for some work from Thirukostiyur Nambhigal. Unaware that it was
Thirukachi Nambhigal himself seeking work, Thirukostiyur Nambhigal asks him to take care of his
cows and cart. Thirukachi Nambhigal too is relieved and happy that he has had an opportunity to
serve a great acharya. One rainy day Thirukostiyur Nambhigal finds his cows missing and asks his
shishyas to find the cows. But the shishyas are reluctant to go in the heavy rains & winds. So
Thirukostiyur Nambhi decides to look for the cows by himslef and calls for Thirukachi Nambhigal
for help. Thirukachi Nambhigal instantly replies "Adiyean" and Thirukostiyur Nambhi looks in the
direction of the voice. To his wonder, Thirukachi Nambhigal had bought the cows home and also
covered them with his own cloths too. Nambhi is instantly pleased at Thirukachi nambhigal's
devotion and then instantly calls his wife and says "Give food to our man". Since Nambhi had called
him as Nam Mattukaran, which signifies a relationship and hence Bagavatha Sambandham. The
next day Nambhi changes to his original attire as when fanning The Lord Varadaraja Perumal and
reveals his identity and narrates the sequence of incidents that led him to coming as Gajandra
Dasan to Thirukostiyur Nambhigal.
In some places, it is also said that Thirukachi Nambhigal had instead gone to Swami Periya Nambhi
(also Swami Ramanuja's acharya) at Srirangam to serve as Nambhi's cart man. Once during heavy
rains Thirukachi Nambhigal had with great difficulty holding a lantern in one hand and riding the
cart in one hand had brought Periya Nambhi safely to home. At home since Thirukachi Nambhigal
had no alternative clothes, he had worn the attire that he wore when doing the fanning service to

The Lord. Seeing him in his original attire Periya Nambhi recognises him and blesses him, thereby
bringing Bagavatha Sambandham.
Thirukachi Nambhigal attains Moksham
Finally, after being blessed with Baagavatha Sambandham, Nambhigal returns to Lord Varadaraja
Perumal’s sanctum sanatorium. And like an eager mother expecting her child back, Lord
Varadaraja with open arms welcomes Nambhigal right at the steps and praises Thirukachi
Nambhigal’s steadfast devotion and affection. At this moment Thirukachi Nambhigal sings the
mesmerising “Devaraja Ashtakam”, glorifying the Lord’s boundless love for His Bakthas and the
pains of this materialistic world! And then, Nambhigal attains moksham to serve Sriman Narayana
in Sri Vaikuntam.

PerArulalan Perundevi Thayar Thiruvadigalae Saranam,
Thirukachi Nambhigal Thiruvadigalae Saranam.

Thirukachi Nambhigal
Vaibhavam
9th March 2014
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